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About This Game

The game is a 2D simulation of drag racing.
It has a very realistic 2D physics, the car's realistic behavior and unpredictable opponent!

The game has an opportunity to upgrade your car to the full!
You can set the visual details to your car, putting a body kit or rear wing you improves the aerodynamics of your car, and the

car's dynamics on the speed!
Or you can upgrade engine of your car, and tune it to the max! Install the new head of the engine, sport exhaust, improved

intake system for better airflow to the engine, set the forged pistons, Nitrous oxide, which will be very helpful to you, and of
course the turbocharger with intercooler, for a significant increase in power!

You can ipgrade your transmission's clutch to better shifting!
Upgrade your tires for more grip! And install Drag Tires!

Setup your Engine Rev Limiter and gearbox!
Also in the visual tuning section you can buy vinyls for your car!

You can paint the body and install Neon!
The game has a lot of different body kits! 5 different wings! a lot of different types of rims! And a lot of vinyls!

During the race, you get a random opponent on the same car!
Try to be a king of street wars!
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Title: JDM Tuner Racing
Genre: Action, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
JDM4iK
Publisher:
JDM4iK
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Celeron, Pentium 4

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT210

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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This game freezes constantly during race mode. Also, no way to fully delete your file to restart. :( I really want to play this.. Junk
plain and simple. No tutorial options nothing. junk. Stay away.. looks like MS paint!!!!!!!!!!!! thats a low price. This game lacks
features, it appears to re-use assets from the dev's other games, and after a while, becomes a chore to grind for cash and exp.
Pointless game that doens't offer any gameplay.. JDM Tuner Racing reminds me of a Flash game, and there's apparently a
reason for that. According to other gamers who've bought this game, it's virtually identical to Drag Racer v3.

Normally, I wouldn't fault a game for seeming similar to another, especially since there's only so many ways to design a game
within the same genre. That said, JDMTR provides nothing new or of any value beyond the free Flash game that apparently
inspired it.

The basic concept behind JDMTR is illegal racing where you take normal cars, modify them way beyond the manufacturer's
specifications (which is dangerous in real life) while adding various bits of ridiculous design elements, such as an overly large
spoiler.

That alone would make for a fine game (and in fact, it's worked in other games), but JDMTR breaks down immediately once
you start playing it.

How so? Allow me to explain...

There is NO documentation, tutorial, or any instructions\/guides whatsoever. The game itself isn't difficult to play, but many
features within it \u2014 such as knowing how to fine tune your gear shift \u2014 or explaining certain acronyms (i.e. NOS) and
initialisms (i.e. RPM) are left entirely up to the player to figure out.

The menu system is confusing and clunky to use. For instance, there's a section entitled "setup," which most gamers will assume
means "this is the options menu." Not so in JDMTR. This section lets you tune your gear shift, but like I explained before,
offers no guidance on what any of it means or how it works.

The money you earn while playing lets you purchase new vehicles and upgrade components. The problem with this is there's no
"undo" function.

Some people might say, "There's a downgrade option to solve this!"

Well, yes and no. Downgrading will get rid of the last upgrade you bought and installed; however, it won't refund any of the
money you spent, so downgrading leaves you worse off than before.

The graphics are passable, but static and look at least a decade out of date, if not more so. Honestly, the graphics in JDMTR are
the least of its issues, which doesn't say much for it.

The actual gameplay is extremely limited and as far as I can tell, is entirely keyboard-only except for navigating the menus,
which uses the mouse.

Racing consists of pushing "up" on the arrow keys, while "left shift" will shift into a higher gear (oddly enough, you can't
downshift) and the "alt" key will fire NOS. Aside from clicking on menus, that's all the gameplay present in JDMTR.

Now to be fair, there is a positive to JDMTR: It's incredibly cheap (normally priced at 99 cents USD, and I got it on sale for 69
cents USD) so at absolute worst, you've wasted one solitary dollar. You can't buy anything for a dollar nowadays, not even a cup
of coffee or a bottle of soda.

So would I recommend JDM Tuner Racing? Absolutely not. Save yourself some money and go play the free Flash game version
instead.. If you are going to present as something that should be a free flash game. Don't use licensed logos such as Billabong,
Sony and Subway to sell your product. That's before we talk about car stuff, including WRC..
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=p7AI8U-NNYA
[review]Hold up, press shift, x4. win. Receive some change. Do this 10+ times to 'level up' for bonus cash. No ranks or
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leaderboards. Most 'licensed' cars and parts cost too much and require higher levels. About the most detailed thing you do is
tweak gear ratio. Cheap or not, it's mind-numbing.[\/review]. I love drag racer v3 (which is a FREE flash game) and I really
wanted to love this game too, but it lacks in so much content and customization features as well as a AI difficulty settings, you
either smoke them or they smoke you. there is no feel of progression all it is race after race after race and the cars, or lack there
of, aren\u2019t organised in classes.

Until the devs put more content into the game I am going to have to not recommend it. This game needs more cars, more body,
rim, spoiler and hood customization as well as being able to set the AI difficulty and a test track section to test your tune setup..
It's a nice game, it would be great if u could do a multiplayer version.. This developer rips off existing games and passes it off as
their own.
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You basically get what you paid for with this.

When playing try think of it like this, don't expect this game to change your life, but it can kill a couple of hours of time for a
small price and maybe you actually enjoy playing it.

Thats why I gave it a good review.
. best uninstall simulator 2016. The best $1 you'll ever spend.. only cost .99 cents. Not too bad if you want to waste an hour,
which I did.. For a game under 1 dollar it will give a couple hours of fun...

It's basic just win races, earn cash and buy new cars you can customize and race but it is actually fun especially when you add a
turbocharger and you hear the blow off valve!. Im say that this is a doller you wont want to spend the game feel more like a free
flash game what the creater recomened software. a huge car guy will say that the custom parts are rice insted the only thing i was
thinking while i was playing this was "WELCOME TO THE RICE FARM MOTHER****" and the vinlys for the cars look like
it was a copy and paste if i was you save your doller and buy the performance dlc for car mechanic sim
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